
When using the Dr. Power II(DRP2), be sure to:

-Read Manual

-Disconnect all power supply connectors from computer before using the tester.

-Turn off Power Supply Unit(PSU), either unplugged or on “0” switch

-Make sure the 24 pin connector is plugged in always and then plug in any other cables to test

them

-Many PSU use 20 pins and sometimes a separate 4 pin connector, this system is

known as 20+4

-Be careful, as there are also 20 pin PSU, where there isn’t a 4 pin connector that pairs

with the 20 pin, however there are CPU 4pin connectors that will not be able to plug in next to

your 20 pin connector

-In the case of the 20 pin or 20+4pin, looking at the bottom of the DRP2, where the 24 pin

connector is, with the latch for the pin up, the 20 pin should go completely to the right, if there is a

+4 it will go to the left.

NOTE: The 20 pin’s latch will not line up with the latch on the DRP2 as it was made for

24 pin connector, however this is the only orientation that the pins will fit into.

1. Turn off/unplug PSU

2. Connect the 20/24/20+4 connector

3. Connect any other connector you wish to test:

-Peripheral connector(4 large circle pins in a line) are plugged into the middle connector

on top

-CPU 4 pin square connectors plug into the black 8 pin plug, using the 4 pins closest to

the outside(right with latches up) of the device

4. Turn on PSU, this should send power to the DRP2, lighting the screen up blue

5. There are two modes, which will be refered to as manual and auto for the purpose of this

guide.

NOTE: If at any time the display turns off, click the check button to turn back on and you

will be at the point where you choose which mode to use.

6a. The manual mode is reached by after having turned on the PSU and the screen turning blue,

pressing the check button(left side near screen) for less than 5 seconds.

7a. Each connection is now being scrolled through by clicking on the check button to switch

between connections, with the indicator of which connection is being reviewed by the bar on the

bottom of display.

-24P refers to the 20, 24, 20+4 pin connector

-CPU refers to the CPU connectors(in this case our CPU 4 Pin)

-MOX refers to the Peripheral Connector

Other connections not used in this tutorial:

-PCI-Used for the PCI-E 6 and 8 pin connectors

-SATA used for SATA Connector

8a. On each connection’s display, you will see the actual measured voltage in the 7 segment

outputs, while the value it is supposed to be is in normal text.



PG is the Power Good Value

6b. The automatic mode is reached by after having turned on the PSU and the screen turning

blue, pressing the check button(left side near screen) for more than 5 seconds and a beep will

be heard.

7b. Each connection is now being scrolled through automatically, with the indicator of which

connection is being reviewed by the bar on the bottom of display.

-24P refers to the 20, 24, 20+4 pin connector

-CPU refers to the CPU connectors(in this case our CPU 4 Pin)

-MOX refers to the Peripheral Connector

Other connections not used in this tutorial:

-PCI-Used for the PCI-E 6 and 8 pin connectors

-SATA used for SATA Connector

8b. On each connection’s display, you will see the actual measured voltage in the 7 segment

outputs, while the value it is supposed to be is in normal text.

9. In either mode, if a voltage is outside the allowable range for an ATX PSU Connector Value, an

F will be displayed on the voltage that failed, and the LCD screen turning red and a beep being

issued. In the case of automatic mode, the screen will stop on the connector that failed. To

continue testing, the power supply must be turned off and restarted(note it will fail at the same

place if the failing connector is not removed.

10. NOTE: DON’T turn off PSU or removed connections while Tester screen is on

When using the eForCity Power Supply Tester(FC):

-Watch http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mi9-V40zOLQ

-Note when plugged in the -5v indicator will likely not turn on(not due to the FC or PSU

failing)

-When checking other connections, be sure to keep the 20 or 24 pin plugged in, then plug

in the other connectors in the correct position and orientation, a new light should turn on

indicating the voltage of the connector.

When plugging in CPU 4 Pin, +12 V light should turn on

When plugging in Floppy, +12V and +5V light should be on

When plugging in SATA, +12V, +5V, and +3.3V light should be on

When plugging in HDD, +12V and +5V light should be on

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mi9-V40zOLQ

